Create a 3 page web site about old barns

Create a 3 page web site around the theme of old barns. Use any images that you wish (either your own images or images from the Internet). Use the layout illustrated below.

Include these:

- 3 pages (remember to include page titles)
- External style sheet (your goal is to create all of your styles [formatting] in the external style sheet)
- Wrapper (see link on the Info page of my site for instructions on how to create this style)
- Vertical navigation
- An image and text in or below the masthead
- At least 3 images in the content area of each page
- Web safe font(s) of your choice
- Font color(s) of your choice
- Color scheme of your choice (no more than 3 colors)
- At least 3 paragraphs of text per page (may be lorem ipsum text)
- Use either borders, shadows, or some sort of Photoshop effect around your image edges to set them off
- Be as creative as you wish